
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The only son of a widow, and the father of a numerous small family
_________________________ them to the mercy of public charity and
"Patriotic Funds" and go into the front line to fight.

1.

(not/leave)
does not have to leave

_____________________________ herself with matter she couldn't
possibly understand, that she would interpret always in a wrong or unsafe
manner?

2.

(why/she/past/occupy/?)

Why did she have to occupy

Perhaps I liked it because I _______________ it.3. (past/fight)had to fight

We have no more right to require different characters to be alike in the
expression of feelings than we _________________ the same fruits from
different trees.

4.

(expect)
have to expect

We _________________________ wages or hours, or any of the myriad
matters that human bargaining agents _________________ out.
5.

(past/not/discuss) (thresh)

didn't have to discuss
have to thresh

So that he __________________ any special measures to ensure that the
Bill did not pass; all he had to do was to let events take their normal course,
and blame the House of Lords.

6.

(past/not/take)

had not to take

Rather hear what they ______________.7. (say)have to say

They ______________________ around long afore Sutter was plumb sure
it was the real stuff.
8.

(past/not/poke)
didn't have to poke

It _________________, my master, soon or late.9. (passive/do)has to be done

You tried to sink me, I ______________ you.10. (past/sink)had to sink

Honest, Perce, if I wanted to bury myself, I'd pick a cemetery where the
occupants _________________________ so much bone labor.
11.

(past/not/perform)
didn't have to perform
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If the bad people never made scandal,
__________________________________________ about?
12.

(what/the good people/would/talk/?)
what would the good people have to talk

He ________________ what he had begun.13. (past/finish)had to finish

__________________________ and slave hour after hour, day after day
and month after month to perfect it?
14.

(he/not/past/work/?)
Did he not have to work

Jack _______________ the stage around the hills.15. (past/steer)had to steer

One ______________________ far to see how the paraphernalia of
these early great astronomical clocks had great influence on philosophers
and theologians and on poets such as Dante.

16.

(not/go)

does not have to go

I ______________ there to wait on a whole group.17. (past/stop)had to stop

Clearly, then, having control of the laws and of the officials, the propertied
classes have the full benefit of armed forces the expense of which, however,
they ________________________.

18.

(not/defray)do not have to defray

I _________________________, and think quietly.19. (shall/sit down)shall have to sit down

The territory was an immense one, though much of the time I
________________________ it alone.
20.

(past/not/cover)did not have to cover
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